
In the News

If you have’t already, check out the MACM team’s new blogs. You’ll find them full of up-to-date 
commentary on everything from finance and economics to politics and current events.
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T he Outlook with Democrats in Control?
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Inside Views From an Investment Management Leader

The Democrats have taken control of the 
Senate and hold it along with the house and 
the presidency. While a Biden victory was ex-
pected by many, control of the Senate by the 
Dems was unexpected by most investors and 
market strategists.  Democrats have a history 
of taxing and spending that has frightened in-
vestors concerned about the fragile state of 
the US economy!

The Outlook for the Economy and Markets 
Under New Political Leadership
What is the economic outlook and financial 
market outlook with this sort of political back-
drop?  With the financial markets broadly at 
all-time historical highs it would seem that 
investors believe that the environment will re-
main stable and friendly to both the economy 
and the financial markets.  Risk assets are 
highly valued despite the obvious fear of high-
er taxes and spending.  These valuations are 
a product of expectations for inflation, central 
bank policy, and economic growth.  All in the 
ideal zone currently.  Investors have grown 
uncomfortable that this nirvana environment 
may not continue. 

Expectations for the political environment 
ahead have investors concerned that the 
status quo might be under attack. However it 
seems that the primary objective voiced thus 
far by leaders of both parties remains focused 
heavily upon leading this nation out of the 
pandemic that has gripped the world and our 
economy for the last year.  The cost of back-
stopping the US economy from the perils of 
this pandemic has been tremendous and un-
doubtedly has put the agendas of Republican 
and Democrats on the sidelines until the US 
economy is on a path of sustainable growth 
again.  As a result we do not expect obstacles 
to be put in front of the goal of bringing about 
a recovery of the US economy.  As the globe 
struggles to get consumption and demand up 
there is not much risk of inflation in the world. 
Consumers are just not chasing goods and 
services in a manner to produce inflation.  
Discretionary earnings are being saved and 
not spent and as a result monetary policy 
is driving up assets prices.  Central banks 
around the globe have never been more 

committed to a cause 
than they are to see-
ing the global economy 
through this pandemic.  
Central banks will be 
there buying up what-
ever debt needs to be 
issued by governments 
for the stimulus required.  
As a result interest rates 
will remain zero for sev-
eral years.   What is un-
known however is the 
outlook for growth and 
whether it will be nega-
tive, modest, or moder-
ate. It would seem that modest would be the 
best probability bet.

Risk Assets will Remain Highly Valued
Given this backdrop of low-inflation, accommo-
dative central bank policy, and modest growth 
it is clear that risk assets will remain highly val-
ued because of these fundamentals.  Equities, 
real estate, and fixed income are all at historical 
high valuations.  They will undoubtedly remain 
there until there is exuberance in our economy 
again that produces inflation and a higher in-
terest rate environment that could drain money 
from these highly valued assets.  Of the three 
asset classes I believe equities offer the best 
value given the outlook for earnings of secular 
growth names as well as the outlook for earn-
ings for cyclicals tied to entertainment and lei-
sure. With an abundance of stimulus already in 
the US economy as well as high expectations 
for more, consumer confidence will undoubt-
edly rise from current depressed levels as Vac-
cine distribution is carried out.  This combined 
with expectations for accelerations in corporate 
earnings will undoubtedly push equities higher.  

We expect strength in domestic equities as well 
as Asian emerging markets.  The FAANG which 
has been under some selling pressure for the 
last five months will likely gather strength again 
as fourth-quarter earnings are reported over the 
next two weeks for these corporate American 
superstars.  It is reasonable that all five compa-
nies will beat expectations.  

(continued on pg. 2)
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MACM Managed Accounts

Growth Portfolios

Dynamic Growth 
(Qualified Accounts)
A dynamic blend of stocks, bonds, 
commodities, REITs, and cash for growth 
investors with a bias toward timely asset 
classes.

Growth
A portfolio of large- and mid-cap US 
stocks that are industry leaders with 
strong brands and timely products. 

Diversified Equity
A global, all-cap equity portfolio following 
economic trends across capitalization 
and geographic ranges.

Focused REIT
A portfolio of companies whose primary 
business is owning and leasing real 
properties.

Balanced  Portfolios

Dynamic Growth & Income
(Qualified Accounts)
A portfolio of stocks, bonds, and cash 
for moderately-conservative investors 
seeking income and growth with relative 
stability.

Source: Bloomberg, Barclay’s Global Investors ETFs. Actual performance including dividends.

Table 1:  Stock & Bond Market Returns 12/31/2020

Source: Bloomberg, Barclay’s Global Investors ETFs. Actual performance including dividends.

Quarterly
Change

Trailing 
12 Mos

Quarterly
Change

Trailing 
12 Mos

Large Cap Growth (IWF)  11.4% 38.3%   Small Cap Value (IWN) 33.3% 4.7% 

Large Cap Value (IWD)  16.3%  2.7% Small Cap Growth (IWO) 29.6% 34.7%

Europe Asia Far East (EFA)    15.7% 7.6% Emerging Markets (EEM) 18.4% 17.0%

Invest Grade Bonds (LQD) 3.4% 11.0% High Yield Bonds (HYG)      5.8% 4.5%

Interm Treasurys (IEF) -1.3% 10.0% Mortgage Bonds (MBB)       0.3% 4.1%

Table 2:  Real Estate & Commodity Returns 12/31/2020
Quarterly

Change
Trailing 
12 Mos

Quarterly
Change

Trailing 
12 Mos

DJ US Real Estate (IYR) 8.1% -5.3% DJ Commodity Index (DJP) 12.4%  -4.1% 

Int’l Real Estate (IFGL) 13.5% -7.7% Goldman  Commodity (GSG) 14.7% -23.9%

NAREIT Residential (REZ) 12.5% -6.6% Gold (GLD) 0.7% 24.8%
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 Economic Review & Outlook (continued)
There is another emerging group of American stars involved in new emerging industries 
that I have labeled the SIFI (Sexy, Innovative, Fragmented Industries) that have been 
leading their more mature counterparts in the market this past year, but not without risk 
as these SIFI’s will consolidate and there will be collateral damage to the ones that 
are out-innovated. The SIFI would include industries with high and rising expectations 
like digital payment, electrics, biofuels, cybersecurity, Gyms from anywhere, virus killers, 
digital productivity, and personal protection equipment. Companies that look interesting 
would include PTON, CRM, SQ, PYPL, MRNA, CRWD, NIO, and Zoom.  Some of these 
names may be experiencing a perfect storm with positive effects, while others may have 
found the storm to have offered an opportunity to sustain and better position themselves 
with demand that was pulled forward.

The Chinese markets also look attractive because of their rising presence in e-commerce 
and digital devices.  We have already begun to invest in these areas through exchange 
traded funds.  

Interest rates have pushed higher over the last several months as economic recovery 
has been anticipated and the Fed has laid low and surprisingly allowed long term rates 
to rise 50 basis points or more.  The big unknown is how fast this economy will get back 
on its feet and as a result the interest-rate environment may be a bit volatile in the year 
ahead.  The 10 year treasury could well fall to near zero over the next few months as 
the virus continues to grip the world.  Conversely the 10 year treasury could stay over 
1% until the Fed begins the next round of quantitative easing. Either way the upside in 
treasuries is not too appealing as the total return looks modest at best unless you are an 
extreme pessimist about recovery.

The US Economy will struggle as vaccine distribution begins with lots of unknowns but 
undoubtedly will be accompanied by rising consumer confidence.  Containment of Covid 
19 remains challenging as the 2nd wave accelerates across America. US hospitals are 
close to capacity in most states. The US Infection rate is at an all time high, and unfor-
tunately the Death rate in US continues to make new daily highs. The respect from the 
US population for the virus is highly divided with a lot of disparity among states and cities 
across America. Vaccine distribution is underway with a sketchy time frame for distribu-
tion. Thus far we have been doing 1 million shots/day, however logistics are impacting 
distribution. Elderly and health care providers have already been vaccinated, and the 
next in line are 65 & older and Essential business employees. There are also worries 
about new strains of virus that are occurring but seemingly are addressable with the 
current Vaccine.

The US Economy is recovering in volatile manner, after a smaller second round of 
planned fiscal stimulus passed and is now under implementation, with $600 checks and 
an unemployment boost of $300/week. There is another round stimulus coming, with 
another $1400 of helicopter money, as well as a boost to $400/week in unemployment 
for longer.   

Other economic data to note: Consumer Confidence has fallen back to March lows, 
Personal Income remains high at 19.5 Trillion but is falling back to trend. Unemploy-
ment remains high at 6.7% down from 7.9%. Corporate profits are back to pre-Covid 
highs.  Retail sales are steady and at all-time highs. (pg. 4, figs. 1-4) Some areas of 
the economy are still dead – business travel, cruises, Broadway and live entertainment. 
Weak areas that are rebounding a bit would include energy, commercial real estate, ho-
tels, and airlines. Manufacturing is rebound nicely with autos, durable goods, appliances, 
and consumer electronics seeing strong demand. Tech and e-commerce are obviously 
enjoying an ideal environment.

(continued on pg. 3)
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Quarterly Change Trailing 12-Months

Energy 28.2% -33.3%
Financials 23.8% -2.0%
Industrials 16.9% 12.0%
Materials 15.4% 19.4%

Comm Services 15.2% 26.1%
Cons Discretionary 13.6% 48.0%

Technology 13.1% 46.5%

Healthcare 8.5% 16.6%
Real Estate 7.6% -4.5%

Utilities 7.0% -0.1%
Cons Staples 6.6% 10.8%



Data based upon Russell 1000 Index and GICS sectors.  Source: Bloomberg Financial

emocrats’ Legislative AbilitiesD
Capped by stunning victories in the Georgia Senate runoff races, 
the Democrats have now swept into control of government. With 
the Presidency and both houses of Congress under their command, 
the legislative ability of the Democrats has undoubtedly grown more 
powerful that in would have been with a GOP-controlled Senate.
But what does this really mean? What are the limits of what the 
Democrats can and can’t do? And what is likely or unlikely to be done, 
especially given the very slim majority in the Senate and acute focus 
on the pandemic? As we’ll see, while Democrats could theoretically 
wield almost unlimited power, the extent of their legislation is likely to 
be more restrained. 
As to legislation generally, only a simple majority vote is needed to pass 
things in the Senate (and House). However, the filibuster remains a 
Senate-specific tool that can be used to block a wide spread of potential 
legislation. GOP members can use unending debate to prevent votes 
on legislation they disagree with. Only a 60 member agreement can 
overcome a filibuster to bring legislation to a vote – meaning some GOP 
would have to be on board with the item. This can be used to prevent 
a significant array of legislation from passing.
An important distinction, however, is that budget-related matters have 
a constitutionally pre-set debate limit in the Senate – meaning the 
filibuster cannot block bringing them to a vote. Thus, anything that 
can reasonably be wrapped into budget related legislation will be 
passable by the Democratic majority. This includes things like tax-law 
changes for individuals and corporations, an expansion of healthcare 
subsidies, infrastructure spending, and so forth. Conversely, legislation 
like strengthening union rights or abolishing the liability shield for social 
media companies would be unlikely to fall under budget-related debate, 

so the GOP could block potential legislation in those 
areas if they so desired.
The primary check on the Democrats’ power 
remains their slim majority in the Senate. Democrats 
will need to get every single member on board with 
initiatives for them to have a chance of passing 
(unless they pull some GOP members across the 
aisle). Centrist Democrats will thus wield immense 
power, being the marginal votes needed for most 
legislation. Another likely check is the government’s 
general focus on getting the US through the 
pandemic. This may cause Democrats to pause any 
tax hikes or related items that may crimp the recovery.
From an investment perspective, the takeaway is that the Blue Wave 
is likely to remain friendly to markets, as the slim Democratic majority 
and pandemic keep a lid on any truly threatening policy. Spending 
initiatives may well come to fruition in the more immediate term, and 
could be areas for investment opportunity. Tax hikes, while perhaps on 
the horizon, may not be of imminent concern.
As an aside, the “unlimited power” mentioned earlier was a reference 
to the so-called “nuclear option” in the Senate. This is a procedural 
maneuver that the Democratic majority could use to change debate 
rules on any topic, requiring only a simple majority to bring a matter 
to a vote. This has been used in the past to change debate rules and 
pass legislation regarding Executive Branch and Judicial nominees. 
However, this extraordinary tool is disfavored by centrists, and seems 
unlikely to be used but for the most extreme matters. It has only ever 
been used twice in US history.

Kyle Aron
Senior Analyst

Quarterly Change Trailing 12-Months

Energy 28.2% -33.3%
Financials 23.8% -2.0%
Industrials 16.9% 12.0%
Materials 15.4% 19.4%

Comm Services 15.2% 26.1%
Cons Discretionary 13.6% 48.0%

Technology 13.1% 46.5%

Healthcare 8.5% 16.6%
Real Estate 7.6% -4.5%

Utilities 7.0% -0.1%
Cons Staples 6.6% 10.8%

Equity Market Spotlight: Sector Performance
2020 Q4: Vaccines Drive Leadership

Equity markets continued to push higher in the fourth quarter. 
The emergency use authorization of vaccines from both Pfizer 
and Moderna sent recovery-oriented sectors soaring. Energy 
and Financials led the way, as investors made bets on increased 
travel and a resumption of lending as economies reopen around 
the world. Previously hot sectors like Technology lagged, with 
investors reallocating some capital to more cyclical plays as 
the outlook for getting past the virus became more clear. With 
highly favorable financial conditions and an incoming Biden 
administration focused squarely on supporting the economy 
through to the other side of the virus, equities remain the 
preferred asset class.

MACM Research Spotlight

Economic Review & Outlook (continued)
Financial Markets Made New Highs With Stay At Home Leadership
US Equities have led all asset classes for the last quarter and Year. The Leadership broadened in Q4 to include Domestic Value, Emerging Mar-
kets, and Small Caps.   For the Quarter the SP500 advanced 12.1%, the Russell 2000 gained 31.3%, MACM Dynamic Growth gained 9.7%, and 
MACM Diversified Equity gained 11.2%. For the Year the SP500 advanced 18.4%, Russell 2000 20.03%, MACM Dynamic Growth  31.1%, and 
MACM Diversified Equity gained 42.9%. Foreign Equities lagged badly as they lack share of big cap tech and are not players in e-commerce.  
For the quarter Gold gained a mere .33%, REITs gained a respectable 6.9%, Fixed income was flat to down,  while Distressed debt gained with 
HYG up 5.7%.  Value stocks caught up a bit in Q4 with large Cap value IWD advancing 16.3%, compared to Large Cap Growth IWF gaining 
11.4%. However for the last year IWD gained a mere 2.7%, versus IWF advancing 38.3%.

Economic Outlook
I believe current trends will continue with some modest change. I believe tech demand will continue, travel and entertainment demand will return 
as the vaccine is distributed and found to be effective. At the same time home construction and home remodel will lead the industrial sector as 
the interest rate environment remains ultra-friendly.  It would seem that Protectionism may well be in decline with the Dems in control creating a 
better environment for Chinese exporters.  There are some new trends that are on the horizon.  Mild improvement in business travel, demand 
for energy will improve with better global growth, pent up demand is building in entertainment & leisure, and there will be increased demand for 
healthcare as Dems seek to expand Healthcare affordability.  Consumption of products from sexy innovative fragmented industries will acceler-
ate further as the storm plays out for these opportunistic companies.

Financial Market Outlook
Risk assets will remain highly valued with no competition from risk-free assets on the horizon. Prices will move higher has monetary policy 
inflates markets further.  Inflation of goods and services will remain bottled up.   Demand for goods and services will improve but on a slow to 
moderate pace that will not be inflationary. Fed policy will remain accommodative - rates near zero to continue. Domestic Equities and emerging 
market equities will lead, fixed income will likely be flat, gold lower, and REITS higher.  This is not a time to be on the sidelines as the trillions of 
dollars that the central banks are printing will undoubtedly flow into stocks and other risk assets pushing them much much higher. We remain 
optimistic.



A Word From Our Advisory TeamA Word from our Client Team

It is impossible to ignore the exuber-
ance taking place in autonomous ve-
hicle companies. Share prices going 
parabolic alongside an influx of confu-
sion around self-driving technology. It is 
time we take a look at where we cur-
rently stand in regards to the driverless 
vehicle. 

Tech experts have classified self-driv-
ing technology into five levels:

D riverless? Really? When?

Economic & Financial Market Charts

Dane May
Client Relations Manager

& Research Analyst

Where are we at currently? 
Consensus among experts put us between Levels 2 and 3. It is a common public misconception that we are much further along.

What obstacles are in the way of getting to the next levels?
Infrastructure – Our roads are not well equipped for this kind of technology. Potholes, worn lane markings and blocked street signs make 
it difficult to navigate. But, with Biden now in office our likelihood for an infrastructure bill has increased. Is the nation on the brink of build-
ing for the future of electric autonomous vehicles?
Communication – For safety reasons vehicles need to communicate and interact. These vehicles will need the ability to tell other ve-
hicles where they are and where they are going. This will likely take place over a low latency cloud based network. Good news is this type 
of connected technology is available and being tested.
Government – As we transition to self-driving vehicles, governments will be in charge of setting the rules and regulations. Making deci-
sions on how and when these vehicles will navigate the roads. In a perfect world they understand the technology – but that is unlikely. 
They then will spend time asking questions; What weather conditions are appropriate? Should they have designated lanes? Not long 
after their eyes will open to the potential job losses associated with this transition. (lobbyists of the drivers and taxi commissions enter the 
room). If the government getting involved is not overwhelming enough we have yet to discuss the elephant in the room. Liability. 

So when will we REALLY have self-driving cars?
Elon Musk, and many other automotive executives, will tell you it is tomorrow. But most experts agree the ability for a Level 5 driverless 
car is still decades away. We as humans are quite decent at predicting the future, unfortunately we are not so good at the timelines.

Figure 1 - Source: MACM / Bloomberg Financial
Graph of Consumer Confidence struggling 

to recover to pre-Covid levels

Figure 2 - Source: MACM / Bloomberg Financial
Graph of Personal Income returning to trend
and overall increasing through the pandemic

Figure 3 - Source: MACM / Bloomberg Financial
Graph of high but falling Unemployment, with a 

recent pause in its decline amid the virus resurgence

Figure 4 - Source: MACM / Bloomberg Financial
Graph of Retail Sales steady at all-times highs after 

short-lived volatility at the pandemic onset


